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CHAP.rER I
INTRODUCTION
If this country is to have physically strong American
citizens every child should participate in a fUnctional
program of health and physical education.
In the elementary schools, health and physical education activities are intended to further the child's physical
mental , social, and emotional development through daily,
joyous , vigorous physical activity; to promote self-activity,
which is the basis of all educational changes or modifications;
to es tablish play as a stabilizer in times of emotional
disturbance; and to build within the child a feeling of
responsibility for his own growth and development through
constr uctive self- activity .
These objectives may be achieved through a balanced
program of health games, rhythmic and dramatic expression,
and self-testing activities .

Surveys of many programs suggest

an appointment of approximately fifty percent of the time for
games, thirty percent for self- testing activities and health,
and twenty percent for rhythmical expression.
The special assistants in health and physical education
assist teachers and principals by providing materials,
interpreting the program, and assisting 1n solving problems
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pertinent to the schools.

The content of the health and

physical education program affords a varied selection of
activities, carefully chosen to promote normal growth and
desired development, and to give joy and satisfaction to

the participants o
Statement .Qt the Problem.

Constructing a program 1n

health and physical education that is sound and practical
for Washington Elementary School of Bryan, Texas .
Purpose

9..t

~

Study.

The purpose of the study is to

work out a program of health and physical education for the
students in the Washington Elementary School of Bryan, Texas
that would be educational, developmental, and corrective .
The program is to be formulated to meet the general and
specific need or all children with carry-over values, and to
serve as a guide for future improvement in the entire program.
Scope .

The program 1s planned to take in all health

and physical activities for boys and girls covering the nine
months school term.

This thesis will be limited to fit the

desired needs or youth at the Washington Elementary School,
Bryan, Texas , grades one through seven.
Integration Research _Method .

Mainly library research,

collected from the literature of the outstanding leaders in
the field of physical education, growth and development, and

3
education.

Consultation

1th selected administrators.

Highly recommended activities were organized and placed in
the proposed program.
phical.

To some extent the method is philoso-

Adaptation to the needs and conditions of Washington

culture is made on the basis of seven years experience of the
investigator and based partly on consultation with administrators in Bryan, Texas .
Survey !2.f .:tll§. Healths Physical Education Program.
The first formal Health and Physical Education was given at
Washington School during the school year of 19Sl and 1952 on
a part-time basis, where the instructor spent his time
divided between the two elementary schools in Bryan.

In the year 1952, a full time physical education
teacher was hired and since then he has observed the program,
customs, and studied the needs of the school with the
students foremost in mind .

Recording, organizing, and

treating of this data, the investigator is ready to formulate
this course of study keeping in mind that the future will be
a mere test of the formulation with further observations .
Washington School is located on the East side of town
between 19th, 20th, Houston, and Preston streets covering one
square block.

Although the school 1s primarily constructed

of brick, there is a wooden annex of classrooms located on the
campus and a cafeteria, also a wooden structure .

Due to

limited space, the building takes up most of the land and

very little space is left for play area.

The regular classroom

is used when the weather does not permit the class to go
outside, and there is no gymnasium.
With more space, the construction of a gymnasium
equipped with a great variety of equipment, and with~
adequate program the purposes of a course of study like this
could very well be achieved.
The investigator, knowing the limitations of the
facilities and equipment, believes a course of study of this
type can be made very effective by the instructor who has the
end results uppermost in mind.
Related Materials.

There has been little work done

related to a course of stUQy in health and physical education
at Washington, however, most of the work done here has not
come from records but from interviews with the people who
have been closely connected with the program of work at
Washington and reference books on elementary health and
physical education programs.

CHAPI'ER II

GENERAL OBJECTIVES
In developing or having a desire for felt and unfelt

needs of children, one must have in mind some steps for
reaching his wanted desires, needs, or developmen~s.

The

investigator feels after consulting several books on
"Health and Physical Education" that all of the authorities
still feel the objectives are the same as they were thought
of in the middle ages as body, soul, and mind but worded

thus•

physical , mental, and social as of today.

The health and physical education program at Washington
School must have strong

and

sound objectives. Therefore, the

investigator agreed upon four general objectives to serve as
a prime factor in preparing the students of Washington

Elementary School to the extent that they can live most,
. serve best, and participate effectively in any society.

The

four objectives are (l) leadership, (2) development, (3) adjustment , and(~) standard.

Leadership
Leadership is an important objective for the teacher
because his main purpose is leadership~

Therefore, since it

6
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impossible to tell what walks of life

the students of

this age may follow, and since the physical educatio~ teacher
has the whole child with whom to work, he is able to see him
i n a light that no other teacher might .

Thus, leadership is

a very important objective to instill in him because every
person is a leader at one time or the other 1n some situation,
and his success depends upon how well he does the job.
Development
Regardless of what type of animal one might have,
there 1s no development without activity.

We know a child

will grow when he is given sufficient food, sleep, and rest;
and i n health and physical education we are concerned with
all t hree elements .

However, although activity and life

es sent ials are important, we are primarily interested in the
development of the children.
Organic .

The development or vitality endurance or

t he r esistance to fatigue is especially important during
childhood and youth because these are the elements that are
most essential in order for a person to live most and serve
best.
Neuromuscular .

Life itself depends upon the amount of

strength and skills a person might have to keep living.

So

why not deyelop poise, beauty, and skill in all of those
activities that are conducive to living.

The polished person

looks good in what ever he is doing whether walking, running,
or what have you.

7
Interpretive Cortical. What one gets or makes out of
life depends upon the type of ideas he gets, how much knowledge he acquires, bow well he is able to understand, and the
type of judgments he makes in different situationso

These

are traits that might be easily acquired through knowledge
and activity.

Emotional Impulse.
are his impulses.

The source of a person's actions

He is impelled to act by his interests,

attitudes, emotions, and ideals.

Interpretations , and

impulses are the essence of character development.
Ad;Justment
Adjustment comes about when the children learn to
adjust to their environment.
means of adjustment.

Activity and knowledge are

Children are born 1n an environment of

adult customs and they must learn gradually during childhood
to adjust to them.

The home is the place to begin helping the

child and the elementary school should be able, with physical
education, to help him reach the type of adjustment needed
by the child that the home missed making him aware of to tbe
extent he practiced it.
Standard
Each individual should have a criteria to try to meet.
Generally this is something that he should learn to do.
should know where you want to go as long as it is within

You

8

reason and try and not fall short of your goal.
and

knowledge again are great assets.

Activities

CHAPrER III

FAC ILIT IF,S AND EQUIPMENT

The classroom is used for the teaching of health
classes.

Since there is no gymnasium provided the physical

education classes take place outside.
The total available playground space or field area
includes one acre surrounding the school build 1ng.
Field and court areas are surfaced with hard packed
dirt that 1s nonabrasive, resilient, nonslippery, firm, and
as nearly dustless as possible; and has suitable slope for
fair drainage in rainy weather.
hazardous obstructions.

Field areas are without

The play areas are not fenced off

from streets; but they should be, with subdivision fences
where necessary for safety and control; and are made attractive by vine, tree, or shrubbery borders.
La Portel states, •playground should be kept open
after school hours and on Saturdays for general play of
school children, under supervision of trained teacher or play
director."

The play area is always open but without supervi-

sion after school hours.

~

P• 660

lw1111am Ralph La Porte, lh! Phy;sic!l Education ~ (The University ot Southern California Press, 19~7}; ~
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Present Facilities a t ~ Washington Elementary School.
The facilities in physical education consist of two outdoor
basketball courts, used by both boys and girls on clear dayso
They are approximately ?l+- feet long and 1+o feet wide.
Located about 10 feet east of this play area 1s a volleyball

56 feet long running parallel
with the main building and 10 reet away. Located 15 feet
court that is 2; feet wide and

from the west end of the basketball courts is a play area
that has a slide, merry- go-round, see-saws, and swings.
To the left of this area 1s another play area that is 33 feet
wide and 68 feet long where the smaller children can hav
their rhythmic programs, hunting games, relay races, etco
Equipment on Hand
Basketballs

l+-

Playing Courts

2

Footballs

1

Football Field
Softballs
Softball bats
Softball area

t
12
6

½

Glove

0

Protector (catcher)

1

Volleyballs

2

Nets

1

Volleyball Courts

1

11

Equipment on Hand
(continued)
Soccer balls

2

Playground balls

6

Facilities .l!m Equipment Needed .11 !b§. Washington

Elementary School c
Gymnasium
Shower heads -- one for every 5 girls and one for
every five boys

Built-in lockers
Storage space for equipment
Mirrors
Dressing rooms
Backstop (softball)
Phonograph and records
Basketball court (marked for tennis, shuffleboard,
badminton, and volleyball)
Archery sets
Bean bags
Horse shoe
Table games
Individual jump..ropes
Indian clubs
Safety tree climbing
Horizontal bars
Paddle Tennis
Soccer ball

12

Physical education textbooks
First-aid kit for each room
More outdoor play area

FORMULATING THE PROGRAM
This chapter presents suggested content for each
grad

(1 - 7) arranged according to:
Grade One (The Six-rear Old)
1.
2.
3 ••
~

Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education

Grade Two (The SeveIP-Year Old)
lo

2.

3•o

~

Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education

Grade Three (The Eight-Year Old)
1.
2.
3 ••
~

Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education

Grade Four (The Nine-Year Old)
lo
2.

3••

~

Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education

Grade Five (The Ten-Year Old)
Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education

Grade Six (The Eleven-Year Old)
Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education
Grade Seven (The Twelve-Year Old)
Growth Characteristics
Implications for the Teacher
Health Education
Physical Education
GRADE ONE (THE SIX-YEAR OLD)

Children of the same age will vary considerably in
phys ical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.
which will determine the patterns of growth are:

Variations

readiness,

r ate of development, social traits, attention and self discipline, emotional reactions, experiences, home and school
background, emotional reactions expressed by different types
of families and interests of the children.

Growth Characteristics

The Six Year Old••
Can solve simple problems and use simple inductive
reasoning. He can draw simple conclusions.
Is beginning to want to establish som independence
from adjults coupled with great dependency.
Is not interested in art for 1 ts own sake. The things
that are important to him will appear largest or
brightest in his drawingso
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Will naturally slow up the rate of vocabulary increase
in most school situations.
Desires to be respected and loved by adults. He wants
adult approval for his undertakings. He is willing to
take orders, but has not learned to1ake criticism. H
does not like interference .
Is in almost constant activity. He 1s almost as active
while sitting as while in a standing or walking position.
He reacts slowly. First grade is often a period of
tension.
interests that are primarily selfish and egocentric.
He wants as many turns as possible, regardless of others
1n the group . He 1s extremely possesive of his belongings .

Has

Is interested in whether or not his friends or classmates
do things correctly or behave correctly.
Is interested not only in specific places but in relation-

ships between home, neighborhood, and school. The space
of the six-year old 1s expanding beyond his own home.
Finds considerable enjoyment in imaginary companions.

Is quite aggressive, self-assertive, less cooperative than
he was at five .

May be unpredictable and varied 1n his emotional reactions .
He may be very rude, possibly
at the same time and toward the same person. He may shift
from one emotional extreme to another . He may finish crying
by smiling, or may start crying and end up laughing.

He may be very likeable .

Tends to blame others for his behavior or to answer that
he doesn't know why he behaved as he did .
Likes to have stories read to him.
Wants to do everything.
explore material .

He likes to touch, handle, and

Can recognize pictorial differences and similarities unless
they are too complicated or too diffused .
Tends to be farsighted .

The eyes are not yet mature o
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Implications for the Teacher
he Six Year Old Learns best through active participation and through first
hand experiences
Requiring a six-year-old child to make
too many decisions for himself results in confusion and
bewilderment, nor should he be required to work on the
basi of group decisions.
Needs ample provision for the development of all language
activities and opportunities which will allow maximum fre,
oral expression.
Enjoys teacher's voice quality and bodily expression in
connection with dramatization. He can quickly detect an::,
shift inf acial expression and react to change or raising
of the voice. He develops his basic personality during
the crucial years of one to six.
Takes great pride in having materials or work to take
home with him to show his parents.
Should be provided with games that offer activities for
all children or provided the opportunity for all to be
doing something at the same time.
Loses himself often through make-believe roles.
Needs to learn to respect others' possessions and not to
grab or take things without the permission of the owner.
Shows little interest in learning to tell time beyond the
hour. Duration of an event or episode in time has littl
meaning for him.
Boys gain prestige by being the largest in the group.
Needs wise and gentle handling. He cannot explain the
reasons for his actions. He reacts with his whole body.
When he is pleased his smile is not enough. He must show
his pleasure with a jump, a cheer, or clapping of hands.

Muat be provided ample amounts and varieties of play
materials
process.
and quite
at school

that are used as an integral part of the teaching
Anything that runs on wheels 1s satisfactory
necessary at six. These should be provided
for him.

l?
Can begin elementary map making including home, school
and neighborhood.
Develops his ability in art as he increases in accuracy
of perception and creative imagination.
Should have audio-visual materials that have been checked
for simplicity and clarity. Fine elements of detail
should not be expected in the work of a six year old.
Health Education
Objectives
Help children to know they must get along well with
others.
Plan to eat a variety of foods for proper growth.
Know that coffee, tea, cocoa, and soft drinks are
harmful to them.
Plan visit to doctor and dentist regularly with
parents.
Understand home, school, and pedestrian safety rules .
Know how to keep their bodies, home, and school
facilities clean.
Know the true answers to their questions about life
processes .
Understand appropriate dress for the weather and
activity.
Understand why they should not accept food, candy, or
rides from strangers .
Learn to recognize labels on poisons and warnings of
danger .
Understand the need for and make use of immunization
service .
Understand proper care of eyes, ears, and nose .
Understand nece sity for good posture habits .
Know that they should look both ways before crossing
street .
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suggested Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to discuss school
lunch program in order to improve nutritional habits.
Become familiar with school buildings and facilities.
Learn to eat fruits, popcorn, milk, fruit juices,
etc., for snacks .
Brush teeth or rinse mouth after eating.
Get weighed and measured .
Dramatize a visit to the doctor and dentisto
Practice pedestrian, home, and school safety.
Take part in at least one planned fire drill per month.
Rest after play period, meals, and strenuous activity.
Practice proper use of drinking facilities.
Discuss toilet habits and demonstrate how to use
toilet facilities .
Wear clothing suited to weather and room conditions.
Wash hands before eating and after toileting.
Wear clean clothing.
Establish regular bathing habits .
Discuss and examine labels and signs for poison.
Content
Best possible mental, social, emotional and physical
environment .
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs
and interests .
Health instruction related to other fields and to
special days and weeks .
Health services (examination, immunizations)
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Study of health problems found in the home, school,
neighborhood as a basis for understanding daily
living
and

Areas for Consideration
Nutrition
Dental Health
Safety
Fire Drills

Rest and Sleeping Habits
Cleanliness
Colds
Drinking Water
Family Health
Alcohol
Tobacco
Narcotics
Clothing
Dentist
Doctor
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms
Dramatic Play
Stories
Poems on Health

20

fhysical Education
Objecti es
Provide a well-rounded physical education
program to:
Guide children in personal and social growth and
in developing awareness of self and others.
Help the child gain security as a member of the group.
Aid children in development of basic neuromuscular
skills.
Guide children 1n the development of appreciations and
skill for worthy use of leisure time.
Help children develop desirable physical characteristics
(strength, endurance, resistance to illness, good appearance).
Correct remediable defects by planning with parents.
Help children develop desirable emotional responsiveness to aesthetic experiences, creative movement, and
game patterns.
Syggested Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to:

Choose partners for games.
Play a large variety of games.
Take turns and share with others.
Help another child in a game
Gain group approval through following rules.
Help care for equipment and property.
Understand need for and practice of safety precautions.
Throw and catch large soft balls and beanbags.
Run to a given Jll8.rk and back without stopping.
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Hop on either foot .
Jump on both fe t .
Wall: a balance board .

Hang and climb .
Take short nature wallcso
Play individual and small group games o
Compete with self in stunts.
See hobbies of others and possibly choose a simple
hobby.
Take

vigorous and appropriate exercises regularly.

Take rest periods or •time out" as a part of game
activity .
Take part in posture awareness activities such as
sitting, standing, or wallcing "tall and relaxed . "

Run,jump, walk, or skip to different kinds of music.
Participate in creative rhythms, stories, mimetics.
Play singing games .

Participate 1n free play.
Content
Hagen and Neil sonl list the following activities for
this level:
Leader and Class, P• 11+6
Railroad Train, p. 11+8
Squirrels in Trees, p. 11+9

1van Hagen and N. P . Neilson, Physical Education for
Elementary: Schools (New York: A. s . Barnes and Company,195lf-).
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What to Play, P• 150

Galloping Lizzie, P• 71
Beanbag Throwing, P• 210
Jack Be Nimble, p. 11+6
Magic Carpets, p. 1~7
Chase the Animals Around the Corral, P• 144
One, Two, Buckle

My

Shoe

Skip Tag, P• 149

ature W'allts
Posture
Relaxation and Rest
Cats and Rats, P• 152

Did you Ever See A Lassie? P• 135

Farmer in the Dell, p. 137
Loobey Loo, p. 134
Pussy Cat, P•

155

Oats, Peas, Beans, P•

i65

GRADE T\iO (The Seven-Year Old)
Children of the same age will Yary considerably in
physical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.
which will determine the patterns of growth are:

Variations

readiness,

rate of development, social traits, attention and self-discipline, emotional reactions, experiences, home and school
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background, emotional reactions expressed by different types
or families and interests of the children.
Growth Characteristics
The Seven Year Old -Has the task of adapting his emotional reaction to
cultural sanctions and yet tries to preserve his own
identity and his own individuality. A seven year old
becomes more reflective. He is interested in conclusions, logical endings, and 1s subject to reason.
Often becomes very fond of the teacher. Teacher is now
not a simple mother substitute, but an "authority on
many things which mother "dos not know.•
Has changed his thinking about the teacher from what
•should be" to what teacher "does.•
May be very moody at times. Many seven year olds worry
whether or not they will be able to cope with the
problems of the second grade.
Often tries for perfection and is anxious to do things
well . He seeks adult approval.
Is beginning to be critical of his playmates.
Has a tendency to withdraw from difficult situations

rather than to resist as the six-year-old did.

Is very concerned about what people think of him. The
opinion of the teacher is still more important than the
opinion of his peers.
Has interests that are still selfish and egocentric.
Has increased ability to organize his play, to use
materials for a definite purpose, and to evaluate his
work. The_seven year old has considerable group cooperation.

Is concerned primarily with things in his immediate
environment. He likes to be able to touch, manipulat ,
and look at things.
Is interested in the comparative size of things.

Has better eye coordination than at six, although he is
still not ready for close work.
Is just beginning to develop the small muscles.
Is expanding interest in some aspects of community lif.

Does not distinguish between sex and playmates.
Often cannot make a distinction between what is his own
and someone else's.
Still very active, restless, and tires easily.
Has an interest span that is longer than in the first
grade.
Cannot associate a specific even with a specific time.
Implications !21: the Teacher
The Seven Year Old -Must be provided a variety of activities and materials
because each child lear.ns in his own way and at his
own rate.
Demands more realism in his dramatic play! in the type
of materials used, and in the procedure w th which he
attacks the problems.
Has a deep sense of need to belong to some group.
Needs periods for reflection.
Needs opportunities to exercise independent thinking and

judgement.

Is dependent upon many reminders and much guidance.
Tends to be disorganized when surprised.
be planned ahead with him.

His work should

Must be allowed to make mistakes and to be respected even
though he makes mistakes. Withdrawal of teacher guidance
should be a gradual process determined by the child's
ability to guide himself.
Should be helped to correlat concepts and generalizations
learned or studied in school with out-of-school experiences.

Has need for big muscle activities.
Has a grasp that is beginning to get firm, but is not
reliable . Dropping, manipulating, and handling pens,
papers, pencils and other objects is a natural reactlon
for children of this age.
Is characterized by frenzied vocalization and yelling.
He shouts to everyone--teachers, playmates, parents.
Can be motivated toward self-restraint. He wants to
be perfect . He is concerned and often ashamed of
mistakes . The seven year old takes his responsibilities
seriously.
Begins to compare himself with others, to notice where he
excels or where he is a failure. He begins to envy other
children and to look down on children younger than himself.
Boys feel inferior if they are smaller in size than others
in the classroom.
Is influenced in his learning by his concept of self.
he thinks of' himself as, a failure, he has no zest or
purpose for learning.

If

The needs, problems, abilities,and purposes of the
learner, whether they are sensible or not, are the only useful
starting points for learning activity.

The more closely the

tasks of' school approximate the readiness and the maturity
level of the learner, the faster the learning.

The teacher's

primary role is to be a friend to the child, to want him to
be there, and to help him.
differences in any group.
should be emphasized.
help each child.

The teacher will find considerable
Similarities, not differences,

One main role of the teacher is to

Health Education
Objectives
Help children to:
Understand the importance of getting along wall with other •
Plan to eat a variety of foods for proper growth.
Know that coffee, tea, cocoa and soft drinks are harmful
to them.

Plan visit to doctor and dentist regUlarly with parents.
Understand home, school, and pedestrian safety rules.
Know they must cooperate in school fire drills, that
fire is dangerous .
Pl n for adequate sleep and rest.
Understand the importance of keeping their bodies, homes,
and school facilities clean.
Know that colds are contagious.
Know the true answers to their questions about life
processes.
Understand that certain plants, a:i.imals, and insects are
harmful.
Understand why they should not accept food, candy, or
rides from strangers.
Learn to recognize labels on poisons and warning of
danger.
Understand need for and to make use of immunization
service .
Suggested _Experiences .
Provide opportunities for children to:

Discuss school lunch program 1n order to improve nutritional habits; study fly and mosquito control problems.
Become familiar

1th school buildings and facilities .
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Learn to eat fruits, popcorn, milk, fruit juices, etc.,
for snacks.
Brush teeth or rinse mouth after earing.
Get weighed and measured.
Dramatize a visit to the doctor and dentist.
Practice pedestrian, home, and school safety.
Take part in at least one planned fire drill per month.
Rest after play periods, meals, and strenuous activities.
Learn abo.u t prevention and care of colds.
Practice proper use of drinking facilities.
Discuss toilet habits and demonstrate how to use toilet
facilities.
Learn to select clothing suited to weather and room
condition.
Wash hands before eating and after toileting.
Learn the importance of clean clothing and regular
bathing habits.
Content
Physical and Mental Health
Best possible mental, social, emotional and physical environment.
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs and
interests.
Health instruction related to other fields and to special
days and weeks.
Health services (examination, immunizations)
Health problems as a basis for understanding daily living.
Areas for Consideration

Nutrition
Dental Health
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Safety
Rest

Cleanliness
Colds

Drinking water
Family Health
Clothing
Dentist
Doctor
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms
Dramatic Play
tories
Poems on Health
Fire Drills
Good Sleep Habits
Alcohol
obacco
Narcotics

PhYsical Education
Objectives
Provide a well- rounded physical education program

to:
Guid children in desirable personal and social growth
and 1n gaining security as a member of groups .
H lp children develop awareness of and respect for the
feelings of others .
Aid children 1n development of basic neuromuscular skills.
Present opportunities for children to acquire appreciation
and skills for good use of leisure time .
Help child develop desirable physical characteristics
(strength, endurance, resistance to illness, and good
appearance) .
Correct remediable defects by planning with parents.
Help child develop desirable emotional responsiveness to
aesthetic experiences, creative movement, and game
patterns .
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Suggested Experiences
Provide opportunities :for children to:
Plan and play a variety o:f group games.
Take turns and share •

Choose games to play.
Help others in a game.
Gain group approval through :following rules.
Care for equipment and property.
Understand need for and practice of safety precautions.
Catch and throw large balls with some accuracy.
Run with good balance.
Hop on either foot; jump with either or both feet.
alk a balance board; hang and climb.
Play individual and dual games.
Take nature walks.
Compete with self in stunts.
Keep a hobby corner.
Take a regular vigorous and appropriate exercise.

Incorporate rest period or time out as an accepted part
of activity.
Posture awareness activities such as sitting, standing,
walking "tall" and relaxed.
Walk, run, skip, hop, and gallop to different kinds of
music.
Participate in creative rhythms, stories, and mimeties.
Play singing games.
Take part in free play.
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Content
Hagen and Neilson2 list the following activities for
this level.
Big Black Bear
Back to Back, p. 151
Cat and Rat, P• 152
Double Circle, p. 153
Midnight, Po

155

Kick Ball, P• 217
Dodge Ball, P• 216
Ring Call Ball, Po 156

Spider and Flies, P• 156
Danish Dance of Greeting
Lazy Mary

Seven Steps
Turn Me

1 Round

Nature walks
Posture
Rest p~riods
Conscious relaxation
Rhythms

Piano Music
Radio Music Listening

2
~- }
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GRADE THREE

(THE

EIGlfr-YEAR OLD)

Children or the same age will vary considerably in
physical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.

Varia-

tions which will determine the patterns of growth are•
readiness, rate or development, social traits, attention and
self.c11sc1pline, emotional reactions, experiences, home and
school background, emotional reactions expressed by different
types of families and interests of the children.

Growth

Cparacteristics

The Eight Year Old -Is usually a good child.
May develop near-sightedness about this age .
Can distinguish right and left on the person
as well as himself .

or

·

others

improved his small muscle coordination to a great
extent.

Has

Is aware of sex differences and different roles that
each sex plays in dramatic play.
Wants action and interaction with people, either with
adults or with other children. The work of the eightyear-old is characterized by action.
May neglect play in order to listen to the radio or watch
television.
Likes to have others read to him.

Begins to comprehend what he reads faster than he can
speak . He has added a number of adverbs and adjectives
to his vocabulary.
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Has an expansive, reaching, grasping mind.
Is interested and concerned about situations involving
ethical decisions.
Talks more at home about school activities.
the school day at home.

He re-enacts

Can take turns. He is enthusiastic and eager to talk,
to participate, to be active.
Enjoys spontaneous dramatization.

Is beginning to understand the concept of cause and
effect .

Is interested in things not only around him but which
extend beyond his immediate environment. He is
interested in the world, industries, products, transportation, and the like.
Can tell what day, year, and month it is.
Can begin to use symbols to present natural features.
Likes to make up his own rules as the game progresses.

Is beginning to draw in perspective.
Girls have longer attention span than boys or the same
age .
Can accept responsibility and can follow simple directions
readily .
Has an interest span that is elastic enough to go from
conventional procedure to new activity or in reverse.
Has a wide range of interest, a longer attention span
than the seven-year old.
Impli9ations . ror the Teacher
The Eight Year Old-~
Needs both large and small muscle activities and can do
work requiring higher degree of manual dexterity such
as sewing or simple woodwork.

Notices sex differences; conflicting interests develop
and he begins to identify with own sex. Girls tend to
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show decided differences in height and weight and to
show better adjustment to school organization and teacher
demands.
Has lost tendency to withdraw, and shows more courage
and self confidence in his approach to situations
especially if enabled to excell in at least one thing.
Need fundamental skills to achieve independence.

He must
be an active participant 1n learning situations. Teacher
guidance should be gradually withdrawn as child develops
1n self discipline and independence.
Makes decisions rather rapidly and expects a more adult
level of treatment from teachers and parents. He does
not like mass discipline.
Must be allowed to make mistakes and to be respected in
spite of them. He responds better to suggestion and
cues than to dogmatic or demanding type of control.
Is not ready for independent group decisions and shifts
from one group to another.
He does not benefit
from formal group meetings and cannot grasp highly
organized rules. He often experiences loneliness in
striving for independence.
Has become a good spectator as well as performer. He
is interested in people around him and 1n people of other
lands and is eager to go on trips to new cities, to
museums, zoos, and places of interest.
Needs to learn many things in certain sequence as a
basis for further learning and understanding.
Should be helped to correlate concepts and generalizations
in school with those of home and commimity. Content
should emphasize things, people, and activity closely
related to child experience. Many centers of interest
should be provided.
Must be active and free to plan, think evaluate, observe,
and choose. The needs! problems, ab11!t1es, and purposes
of the learner, sensib e or not are the only useful
starting points for learning activity. Creativity is
stimulated when he is encouraged to find the answers for
himself and to express his ideas in various ways.
Often has ideas and desires to do things beyond his
capabilities.
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ffealtb Education
Objectives
H lp children to:
Know they must get along well with others.

Plan to eat a variety of foods to grow properly.
Know that coffee, tea, cocoa, and soft drinks are harmful
to them.
Plan visits to doctor and dentist regularly with parents.
Understand home, school, and pedestrian safety rules.
Know they must cooperate in school fire drills.
Plan for &dequate sleep and rest.
Plan to keep their lx>dies, home, and school facilities
clean.
Know that colds are contagious.
Know the true answers to their questions about life
processes .
Understand appropriate dress for the weather and activity.
Understand that certain plants, animals, and insects are
harmful .
Understand why they should not accept food, candy, or
rides from strangers.
Learn to recognize labels on poisons and warnings of
danger .
Understand need for and make use of immunization service.
Understand proper care of eyes, ears, and nose.
Suggested. Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to: · .. -

~

Discuss school lunch program in order to improve
nutritional habits.
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Study fly and mosquito control problem.
Become familiar with school buildings and facilities.
Eat fruits, popcorn, milk, fruit juices, etc., for snacks.
Brush teeth or rinse mouth after eating.
Get weighed and measured.

Dramatize a visit to the doctor and dentist.
Practice pedestrian, home, and school safety .
Take part in monthly fire drills.

Rest after play periods, meals and strenuous activity.
Practice proper use of drinking facilities.
Discuss toilet habits and demonstrate how to use the
toilet facilitieso
Wear clothing suited tow eather and room conditions.
Wash hands before eating and after toileting.
Understand importance of wearing clean clothing and
establishing regular bathing habits.
Discuss and examine labels and signs indicating poisons.
Content

Physical .Im! Mental Growth
Best possible mental, social, emotional and physical
environment .
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs and
interests.
Health services (examinations, immunizations)
Problems of everyday healthful living.
Health problem of primitive community (Indian).

Areas~ consideration
Nutrition
Dental Health
Safety
Rest
Cleanliness
Colds

Drinking Water
Family Health
Clothing
Fire Drills
Good Sleeping Habits
Alcohol
Tobacco

Narcotics
Dentist
Doctor
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms
Dramatic Play
Stories
oems on Heal.th
Physical Educ at ion .

Objectiy s
Provide a well-rounded physical education program
to:

Guide children in desirable personal and social growth
and in developing awareness of others.
Help children feel secure in group situations.
Aid children in developing neuromuscular skills.
Present opportunities for children to acquire appreciations
and skills for good use of leisure time.

Help child develop desirable physical characteristics
(strength, endurance, resistance to illness, and good
appearance) •
Correct remedial defects by planning with parents.

Help the child develop desirable emotional responsiveness to
aesthetic experiences, creative movements, and game patterns.
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Suggested Experiences
Through teacher-pupil planning, provide opportunities
to:
Play a wide variety of group games; learn and follow rules;
choose games to play; give everyone a chance to lead.
Play some simple team games.
Participate in activities which emphasize muscle activities,
such as: throwing and catching different sizes and shapes
of balls with some skill; running with good balance and
direction• kicking balls with some accuracy; learning
simple roik dances; doing individual self-testing stunts;
jumping, hopping, skipping, dodging.
Take nature hike.
Have a cook-out.
Learn individual and dual games.

Take part in frequent, vigorous, appropriate exercise.
Practice posture activities.
Take rest periods as part of activity.
Keep height and weight charts.
Have frequent periods for creative rhythms, free play,
mimetics, and story plays.
Content
Hagen and Neilson3 list the following activities for
this level:
Ball Pass, p. 177
Bat Ball, p. 220
Boundary Ball, p. 215
Hand Polo, P• 217
Kick Ball, p. 217
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Punt-Back Football, P• 352
Bat Ball, P• 220
Dodge Ball, p. 216
Hikes of reasonable distance
Camp fire
Safety practices
Activities listed above
Posture charts and models
Rhythmic music, mood music

GRADE FOUR (THE NINE-YEAR OLD)
Children of the same age will vary considerably in
physical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.

Varia-

tions which will determine the patterns of growth are:
readiness, rate of development, social traits, attention and
self'-d1scipl1ne, emotional reactions, experiences, home and
school background, emotional reactions expressed by different
types of families and interests of the children.
Growth Characteristics
The Nine Year Old -Can think for himself, can reason exc llently by himself.
Displays individual skills that stand out clearly.
Has rather positive likes and dislikes.
Boy likes to roughhouse.
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Enjoys informal clubs which may last two or three weeks.
Is very busy with his own activities.
Is at the age of hero worship yet the importance of the
teacher begins to recede and ihe acceptance by the group
begins to be very important.
Is very sensitive to jokes made about other people.
Fairness becomes very important.

Can be very creative.
Has begun to formulate a sense of aesthetic appreciation.
Has a well-established auditory and visual memory.
eyes are developed in function by this time.

His

Has a tendency to underrate himself, lack confidence, and
feel failure .
Has developed a level of aspiration that often exceeds his
ability.
Has a sense of rhythm that is approaching, although he
has not yet attained, the adult level.
Has spontaneous interests in problem solving in matters
harder than those discussed in school situations.

Can be shockingly critical of deviates.
Enjoys teasing members of the opposite sex.
Shifts blame on others because there is a struggle with
his high standards as opposed to his strong primitive
impulses.
Has gained control and understanding of his fears generally,
but these may have only gone "undergroupd, 11 but are not
really resolved.
Implications for lbl. Teacher
The Nine Year Old -Shows considerable sex difference both in interests and
in behavior. This is a definite beginning of clubs
and gangs.

Is moving his reading interest from fantasy to reality,
action, adventure, and strong interest stories.
Dislikes to read orally. He is most interested in stories
including surprise, animals, humor, action, and conversation, plot, adventure, and heroic qualities.
Needs many types of activities. Reading is not a substitute for experiences. Reading is an enactment of real
experiences . Learning can be done only by the learner.
Needs help in seeing relationships. Social studies
classes must provide both for an understarxling of how
time 1s measured and for the child's learning specific
or definite dates or events which he can use as peg
points or reference points from which to go forward or
backward in time. Social studies should emphasize how
people have adjusted 1 controlled their needs. Similarities,
not differences, shou.Ld be emphasized.

Wants to know what why and how of things .
from the symbolic lnto !he realistic stage.

He is passing

Can increase his understanding of the culture through
participation in dances, in music, and through studies of
arts of that period.
Needs activities that provide opportunity to use rhythmic
ability.
May have very poor posture because of the complete absorPtion in the task at hand.
Needs help in learning how to listen and how to remember.
Listening may be any of these types:
1.

Conversational, in which the child listens to
another person.

2.

Appreciational listening.

3. Creative listening.
~.

Exploratory listening.

,.

Concentrative listening, in which the child is
trying to gain bits of information or understanding,
or to a sequence of ideas.

Critical 11sten1ng 1 in which the student evaluates
the ideas presented.
Likes to do written work, but 1s critical of his writing.
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Health Education
Objectives
H lp children to know they must get along well with
others.
Learn the importance of balanced meals.
Understand proper care of eyes, ears, nose, and teeth.
Understand good pedestrian, bicycle, home and school safety
habits.
Understand personal, home, and school cleanliness.
Understand need for and make use of immunization service.
Understand necessity for good posture habits.
Understand fly and mosquito control methods.
Understand appropriate dress for the weather and different
activities .
Understand properties of alcohol.
Know that drugs have both desirable and undesirable effects
on body.
Plan visit to doctor and dentist regularly with parents.
Get adequate sleep and rest.
Know that colds are contagious.

Know true answers to their questions about life processes.
Understand why they should not accept rides, food, or
candy from strangers.

Know that skills in all sports reduces accidents.
Know that following rules in sports reduces accidents.
Be aware of emergency treatment for cuts, bruises, nose
bleeding, and burns.
Learn how to call the doctor, fire department and police.

Know that everyone is afraid of something and that each
can learn to overcome his fears.
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Suggested Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to discuss school
program in order to improve nutritional habits.
Study fly and mosquito control problem.

Prepare and serve a balanced breakfast, lunch, and
d_inner (compare to meals of early Texans).

Survey home and school for safety hazards.
Appraise personal cleanliness before mirror.
Discuss need for immunization.
Adjust desks and seats for correct posture.
Determine food values and effects of beverages on the
body.
Discuss and examine labels and signs indicating poison.
Take part in at least one planned fire drill per month.
Get weighed and measured regularly.
Take part in simple traffic and safety exercises with
wagons and bikes and learn pedestrian safety through
practice on the playground and in the classroom.
Brush teeth regularly, learn proper care of tooth brush.
Analyze accident situations which occur on the playground
and make plans for proper handling of such situations in the
future.
Make decisions and abide by the results in situations on
the playground and in the classroom.
Offer congratulations orally and written to a winning
team as a part of good sportsmanship.
Write an apology, if the occasion arises, for poor sportsmanship or for a mistake that has been made.
Practice good pedestrian, bicycle, home and school safety
habits.
Practice personal, home, and school cleanliness.

:Practice good posture .
Learn the proper care of eyes, ears, and nose.
Content
Physicals Mental Health
Best possible mental, social, emotional, and physical
environment .
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs
and interests .
Health instruction related to other fields and to
spacial days and weeks .
Health services (examinations, immunizations)
Health problem of early and present day Texans.

Areas .t:21:

Consideration

Nutrition
Dental Heal th
Safety
Eye Hygiene
Cleanliness
Vaccination
Fly Control
Posture
Clothing
Alcohol
Narcotics
Tobacco
Fire Drills
Good Sleep Habits
Activities

Art Activities
Rhythms
Dramatic Play
Poems on Health

PhYsical Education
Objectives
Provide a well-rounded physical education program to
guide children in desirable personal and social growth
by helping them adjust to others who differ from thems lves .
Feel responsibility and respect for others.

Accept following as ·well as leading.
Know problems and duties of officials.
Feel comfortable in mixed group.
Teach neuromuscular skills such as, catching, throwing,
and battingi individual game skills; running, jumping,
kicking; swimming skills, rhythmic skills.
Guide children in acquiring skills, attitudes, and
appreciations for best use of leisure time by teaching;
individual and small group games; appreciation of outdoor living; skills in camping.
Guide children in developing strength, endurance!
resistance to illness, good appearance and organ c vigor.
Help in correcting any remediable defects by planning with
parents.
Suggested Experiences
Through pupil-teacher planning provide opportunities to
play and know rules for a large variety of group games•
choose leaders often; give everyone experience of judgl
and officiating; organize game situations at timeso
Have instruction in fundamentals of proper throwing,
catching, batting, kicking jumping and running; be a
member of several different teams• swim for at least four
we ks; learn polkas, schottische, waltz, square and folk
dance; choose an escort partner courteiously.
hasize active games and development of good posture;
practice posture activities; keep height and weight charts
and individual records; take rest periods to avoid excessive fatigue.

E

Take hikes; cook out, camp over night; play individual
games at noon and recess; learn about hobbies and
sports.
Content
Hagen and Neilson4 list the following activities for
this level:

Group

Games

Two Deep, P• 251
Circle Dodge Ball, P• 216
Stealing Sticks
Circle Chase
Barley Break, p. 21+4
Shooting at Basket

Team Games
End Ball (Basketball lead-up), p. 223

Newcomb (Volleyball lead-up)

Long Ball, p. 22;
Three-around, p. 18;
Simple Soccer, p. 3;4
Punt-Back Football, p. 352
Soft Ball, p. 230
Track Skills, P• 47

Rhythms
Square Dance

4Ibid.
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Folk Dance

Bleking, P• 69
Creative Rhythms
Hansel and Gretel, P• 265
Shoemaker's Dance, p. 142
GRADE FIVE (THE TEN-YEAR OLD)

Children of the same age will vary considerably in
physical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.

Varia-

tions which will determine the patterns of growth are.
readiness, rate of development, social traits, attention
and self-discipline, emotional reactions, experiences, home
and school background, emotional reactions expressed by

different types of families and interests of the children.

Growth

Characteristics

The Ten Year Old -Is ready for a basic social foundation developing group
consciousness, group acceptance and belongingness.
Is relaxed in adult environment.

Girl is concerned with appearance.
Boy 1s naturally untidy.
Many develop sudden crushes.
Is prone to hero worship.
Becomes more selective of friends.
Is effective in problem solving.
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Can identify problem! plan method of attack, summarize
data , use understand ng gained in solving new problems.
Is aware of other person's ideas, ideals.
Has a brain and spinal column which have reached adult
size .
Shows wider academic range than at any other age.
Has a spatial sense of time.
Is at the end of childhood cycle, and at the same liable
age for beginning delinquency.
Has increased skill in language arts--more correct spelling,

easy cursive writing, more abstract ideas.

Is self-centered and inconsiderate, yet conscious of
group pressure.
Girl is beginning to show obvious superiority in size and
academic achievement.
Likes organization and order.
Has an increased sense of aesthetic appreciation, 1s
more creative.
Is beginning

to accept sex role.

Can do diversified free reading.
Has intense interest in collections.

Implications ..i:..Qi: !h! Teacher
The Ten Year Old -Can channel activities into normal forms of behavior~
Has considerable resistance to instructional pressure.
Needs sympathetic guidance to substitute worth~hile
purposes, activities, and interests.
Should make wider application of skill learned in previous
~ades.
Continues to need many firsthand experiences.
results only from experience.

Learning

Need rich creative opportunity to extend skill in selfdirection, to make choices and find answers for themselves.
Makes critical evaluations for the teacher.
Needs help to set up objectives with group in social
studies and evaluate the experience with group purpose
as the yardstick.
Needs new terms introduced before attacking new assignments.
Likes vocabulary charts containing meaningful new terms.
Needs help in functional reading in social studies to
learn to skim or re-read dependent upon the purpose.
Can

utilize table of contents.

Learns what he thinks important.
Needs a social studies program which emphasizes how
people live and how they have adjusted to environment.
begin to use lines of latitude and longitude and
simple time lines related to own experience.

Can

Boys react to differences between boys and girls with
resultant misbehavior due to feeling of inferiority.
Enjoys membership in and promotion of secret societies
and clubs .
Needs to learn techniques of creative expression which
will make his work acceptable to him and toothers.
Should display changed behavior as an indication of learning.
Works hard to develop physical skills.
Wants play to be realistic and truthful.
Health Education
Objectives

Help children to know they must get along with others;
practice good dental health habits.
Under tand proper care of eyes, nose, and ears.

Learn bicycle, swimming, and fire safety.
Develop wholesome attitudes about normal growth processes.
Understand need for and make use of immunization service.
Study community fly and mos qui to control program.
Becom familiar with the more common causes of fire and
know emergency methods of putting out fire.
Know how to perform artificial respiration.
Understand the relation of general health and fatigue to
the incidence of accidents.
Become aware of the responsibilities and duties that go
with leadership; grasp the concept of honesty, courage,
fair play, dependability, courtesy and tolerance.
Know that one must make decisions and accept the consequences.
Know that one must face difficulties and realities instead
of trying to escape them.
Know that alcohol, tobacco, and narcotics are harmful to
them .
Understand undesirable effects of alcohol and narcotics
on children and youth.
Cooperate in school fire drills.
Know the value of adequate sleep and rest.
Know how to keep their bodies, home and school facilities
clean.
Practice good posture habits.
Understand why they should not take food, candy or rides
from strangers.
Health Educ at ion

Suggested Experiences
Provid opportunities for children to discuss school
lunch program 1 order to improve nutritional habits.
Check meals against the basic seven foods.
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Figure cost of food for a class picnic.
Study causes of dental decay.
Keep a record of visits to the dentist.
Discuss ways to prevent eye infections.
Demonstrate bicycle safety club.
Compare growth characteristics of boys and girls by
keeping individual or class height am weight charts.
Study effects of alcohol on athletes, pilots, engineers.
Study how narcotics may impair health.
Demonstrate how to lift objects properly to avoid strain.
Discuss effects of posture upon health and ~ppearance.
Take part in at least one planned fire drill per month.

Practice good grooming and skin care.
Use sanitary food handling habits at home and in school.
Study reports of accidents as ab asis for promoting
greater safety.
Demonstrate first - aid treatments to younger children,
supervise their play, aid in case of accidents.
Write letters to parents explaining that skillful
performance, alert minds, and good coordination of muscles
reduce accidents.
Participate in games and activities which provide best
situations for developing socially desirable characteristics and practicing acceptable behavior.
Discuss the sportsmanship of opposing teams (with
captains as leaders).

Set up standards for behavior in school room, halls,
lunchroom, playground .

Content
Physical~ Mental Health
Best possible mental, social, emotional, and physical
environment.
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs
and interests.
Health instruction related to other fields· and to special
days and weeks.
Health services (examination, immunizations)
Contrast of present-day health problems with those of
pioneers.

Areas for Consideration
Nutrition
D ntal Health
Eyes
Safety
Family Health
Vaccination
Mosquito Control
osture
Fire Drills
Good Sleep Habits
Tobacco
Alcohol
Narcotics
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms

Physical Education
Objectives
Provide a well-balanced physical education program to
guide children in desirable personal and social growth by
helping them adjust to others who differ from themselves.

Feel responsibility and respect for others.
Accept following as well as leading.

Know problems and duties or officials.
Feel comfortable in a mixed group.

Teach neuromuscular skills such as catching, throwing,
and batting .
Individual game skills.
Running, jumping, kicking, rhythmic skills.
Guide children in acquiring skills, attitudes, and
appreciations for best use of leisure time by teaching.
Individual and small group games.
Appreciation of outdoor living.
Skills in camping.
Guide children in developing strength, endurance,
resistance to illness, good appearance, and organic vigor.
Help correct remediable defects by planning with parents.
Suggested Experiences
Through teacher-pupil planning, provide opportunity to
play and know rules for a large variety of group games.
Choose leaders often.
Give everyone experience of judging or officiating.
Let students organize game situations.
Have instruction in fundamentals of proper throwing,
catching, batting, kicking, jumping, and running.
Be a member of several different teams.
Learn polka, schottische, waltz, square and folk dance.
Choose and escort a partner courteously.
Cook out .
Camp over night.
Play individual games at noon and recess.
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Learn about hobbies and sports.
Emphasize active games and the development of good posture.
Develop posture activities.
Keep height and weight charts and individual records.
Take rest periods to avoid excessive fatigue.
Content

Hagen and Ne11son5 list the following activities
for this level:
Captain Ball, P• 2?8
Circle Kick Ball, Po 343
End Ball, P• 223

Handball , P• 282
Volleyball (Net Ball, lead-up), P• 433
Softball (Work-up}, p. 230
Hit Pin Baseball, p. 413
Paddle Ball, p. 352
Three Section Soccer, p

354

Tether Ball, p. 432
Relays, p. 314

Track Skills, P• 4?
Rhythms
Cotton Eyed Joe, p. 447
Heel and Toe Polka, p. 71
Virginia Reel, p. 336
Stunts, p. 28

GRADE SIX (THE ELEVEN-HAR OLD)

Children of the same age will vary considerably in
physical structure and 1n natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.

Varia-

tions which will determine the patterns of growth are:
readiness, rate of development, social traits, attention and
self-discipline, emotional reactions,experiences, home and
school background, emotional reactions expressed by different
types of families and interests of the children.
Growth Characteristics

The Eleven Year Old -Girl is maturing more rapidly than the boy. She 1s
usually taller and heavier. Most eleven-year-O19 girl
are ahead of boys in mental development.
Is beginning to fall behind in physical strength and
endurance.
Is becoming more critical, more rebellious, more
uncooperative, more self-conscious, more introspective.
He 1s becoming more conscious of adult rules.
Has less frequent emotional outbursts outwardly expressed.
This does not mean that there is no volcano inside.
Shows an increased ability to make accurate comparisons,
estimates associationse
Is most concerned with what is in his immediate time

areai but not that which is removed or remote from his
in pace locatione
Is interested in information regarding the building of

a culture.

He is interested in adventure that has gone
into the building of the cuoture and is not interested 1n
political history.

Shows a definite increase and ability to assume selfdirection and responsibility. He can plan several weeks
work in advance, but also shows an ability to be flexible
1n his work schedule.
self-esteem and self-confidence for the well being
of the eleven-year-old child, they are more important to
him in preparing for life situations than an immediate
preparation for competitive outside world.

Needs

Has an average silent reading speed of about 250 words
per minute .
Has shown a rapid increase in vocabulary and understanding
of social concepts.
Can read widely 1n search of answers to problems .
Has a memory retention of approximately seventy-five
percent for movies. He can memorize rote material that
compares with that of the average adult.
Begins to question authority.
Organizes his play more highly than he did at ten and has
considerable interest in organized games.
Implications for

j;;h§

Teacher

The Eleven Year Old --

Has developed an intense interest in current happenings
not directly related to the home or the child.
Likes to make rules and regulations for himself.
Likes to work out his own social relationships.
Rejects parental guidance with subsequent guilt inne·r
conflict, or outward aggression. Rudeness to ail females
characterizes a short part of the elven year old. Discipline is almost al~ays a problem with this age group.
Needs help with this conflict. One main role of the
teacher is to help each child develop a needed understand
ing of authority in our cultur.
Achieves belongingness and social security through peer
relationship. It becomes the teacher's responsibility to
make certain that her pupils know when they are being
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accepted by the group and to help those who are not
being accepted to realize their shortcomings and to make
the necessary gradual changes in behavior.
Still need direct experiences or first-hand observations.
Learning results only from experiences.
Each child must do his own learning as an active process.
The withdrawal of teacher guidance should be a gradual
process determined by child's ability to guide himself.

Can make outlines using topics for headings and subheadings .
Can gain insight into people's behavior and motives
through reading of autobiographies, biographies, and true
to life fiction.
Must be allowed to make mistakes and be respected even

though he makes mistakes. Self-discipline necessary to
exercising freedom in the classroom must be cultivated
with the child.
a social studies program which emphasizes how
people lived, how they adjusted and controlled their
environment .

Needs

Health Education
Objectives
Help children to understand the importance of getting
along well with others.

Appreciate the importance of making mealtime a pleasant
occasion.
Understand community methods for the prevention of dental
decay (fluoridation of water).
Practice bicycle, and fire safety.
Understand the relationship of mind, body and personality.
Become aware of menstruation as a part of the cycle of
human gro.ith.
Practice proper care of eyes and ears.
Plan regular visits to doctor and dentist.
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Understand use of narcotics in medicine.
Understand the necessity for good posture habits.
Understand need for proper sewage disposal and community
sanitation.
Learn importance of immunization
Cooperate in school fire drills.
Secure adequate sleep and rest.

Know how to keep bodies, home, and school faciliti s
clean.
Understand why they should not accept food, candy, or
rides from strangers.
Become familiar with the more common causes of fire and
lmow emergency methods of control.
Know the common causes of burns and falls and ways of
eliminating these hazards.
Realize that skill in work and play diminishes the incidence of accidents.
Understand the mechanics of solving problems.

Know that fear, anger, and worry affect health and should
be controlled.
Suggested Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to discuss good nutritional habits.
Study the effects of fatigue and emotion upon digestion.
Organize safety patrol.
Describe and compare growth changes for boys and girls.
Study alcoholism as a sickness.
Report on the use of narcotics as anesthetics (novocaine,
morphine).
Study health problems of Latin America, South America and
Canada.

Invite sanitarian from the Health Department to discuss
community sanitation problems.
Take part in at least one planned fire drill per month.
Keep height and weight records.
Practice bicycle and fire safety.
Study accidents on playground to stimulate discussions on
respect for rights of others, carelessness, taking the
consequences for one's acts, and selfishness.
Study maps of streets and intersections to analyze
accidents, traffic tie-ups and to suggest improvement.
Form committees to study and report on conditions in
school and on playgrounds that need attention or change
because of possible accident hazards.
Peform singly and in groups 1n musical projects, plays,
games to promote emotional stability.
Set up standards for behavior in school room, halls,
lunch room, playground and in auditorium.
Discuss reasons for success, ways of overcoming handicaps and learning from failures, by using characters from
history and modern life.
Content
Physicals Mental Health
Best possible mental, social, emotional and physical
environment .
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs
and interests .
Health instruction related to other f1~lds and to special
days and weeks.
Health services (examination, immunizations).
Contrast health problems of our country to those of
neighbors to north and south.

Area§

for consideration

Nutrition
Dental Health
Teeth
Safety
Growing Up

Sewage Disposal
Eye hygiene
Posture
Ears
Good Sleep Habits
Mental Health
Narcotics
Alcohol
Tobacco
Fire drills
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms
Physical Education
Objectives
Provide a well-balanced physical education program to
guide children in desirable personal and social growth
by helping them adjust to others who differ from themselves.
Feel responsibility and respect for others.
Accept following as well as leading .
Know problems and duties of officials.
Feel comfortable in mixed group.
Teach neuromuscular skills such as catching, throwing,
and batting .
Individual game skills.
Running, jumping, kicking .
Rhythmic skills .
Guide children in acquiring skills, attitudes, and appreciations for best use of leisure time by teaching individual
and small group games .
Appreciation of outdoor living.
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Skills 1n camping.
Guide children in developing strength, endurance, resistance
to illness, good appearance, and organic vigor.
Help in correcting any remediable defects by planning with
parents.

Suggested Experiences
Through teacher-pupil planning, provide opportunity to
play and know the rules for a large variety of group
games.
Choose leaders often.
Give everyone experience of judging or officiating.

Let students organize game situations.
Have instruction in fundamentals of proper throwing,
catching, batting, kicking, jumping, and running.
Be a member of several different teams.
Learn polka, schottishe, waltz, square and folk dance .
Choose and escort partner courteously.
Take hikes.
Cook out; camp overnight.
Play individual games at noon and recess.
Learn about hobbies and sports.
Emphasize active games and development of good posture .
Practice posture activities.
Keep height and weight charts and individual records .
Take rest periods to avoid excessive fatigue.
Content
Hagen and Ne1lson6 11st the following activities for
this 1 vel:
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Group and Team Games
Dare Base, p. l+ol
Prisoner 's Base, p. 234
Volley Ball, P• 433
Alley Soccer, P• 242
Nine Court Basketball, p. 410
Basketball, p. 410
Punt Ball, P• 352
Football, P• 350
Simple' Soccer
ork-up Softball
Two Old Cat, p. 356
Paddle Tennis
Tether Ball, P• 432
Track Skills, P• 47
m;iythms

Paul Jones
Duck the Oyster, p. 263

471
Pop Goes the Weasel, p. 271

The Merry-go-round, p.

Two Little Ladies Form a Ring
cwnping Education
One week where available

Stunts , p. 28
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GRADE SEVEN (THE TWELVE-YEAR OLD)
Children of the same age will vary considerably 1n
physical structure and in natural ability.

The teacher must

take into consideration many other characteristics.
which will determine the patterns of growth are:

Variations

readiness,

rate of development, social traits, attention and self-discipline, emotional reactions, experiences, home and school
background, emotional reactions expressed by different types
of families and interests of the children.
Gro~h Characteristics
The Twelve Year Old -Especially girls, begins to enter the growth spurt of
adolescence accompanied by rapid muscular growth and
often restlessness.
Girl has a longer attentions pan than boy.
Bas a more fervent desire to conform to 0v1n age group.
Likes to feel the importance of ideas in group planning.
Has

feeling for need of privacy.

Considers status with peers far more important than adult
approval at this time.
Still has an immature historical perspective and language
of time. He does not easily understand space concepts.
Is developing considerable ability in critical thinking.
Is still willing to practice in order to become skillful
in physical activities.
Often has crushes on either age mates or adults.

May begin to show voice changes.
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continues to think in quite concrete and specific terms.
He still has an active imagination.
Shows evident increases in vocabulary and in understanding
of social concepts.

Is more interested in learning social courtesies.
wants attention from the opposite sex. This is especially
true with girls. Many boys still continue to act as eleven
year olds .
Enjoys games with considerable organization.
Is interested in improving his own personal appearance.
Prefers active types of social recreation.
Girls are inclined to act and dress more like boys than
boys are inclined to act like girls.
Implications for the Teacher
The Twelve Year Old -Still needs help, practice, and experience in learning am
clarifying meaning of new and appropriate words.
Enjoys recognizing and plotting his own progress. He may
often seek achievements in areas in which he still lacks
skill .
May show affection for the opposite sex by such things as
hair-pulling , teasing, hiding books.
Is beginning to show definite interest in parties where
both boys and girls are present.
Needs sympathetic understanding. Teachers need to determine
with their class if this is a result of cultural demands
and restrictions. Learning experiences must be so organized
that the child obtains satisfaction from carrying on the
kind of behavior involved in that activity.
Is sensitive to fear, to criticism, to worry, to insecurity.
Teacher can work with individual children of this age to
remedy posture defects, poor habits of diet, and other
personal habits that are not considered desirable 1n the
group .
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Wishes to express himself in the way he feels and not be
bound by formal methods of doing things. The teacher's
role is to help the child through sympathetic guidance, to
eliminate useless purposes, interests, and activities and
to substitute for them those activities which are useful
to the individual or the group. The teacher is responsible for favorable attitudes.
Needs many opportunities for social contact.
Must develop skills as an interrelated part of understandings and attitudes. Many skills must be developed simultaneously . Evidence of skill development should be determined through changes in the person's behavior either
through ability to act or his failure to be ab!e to act.
Does not enjoy the same reading material that adults enjoy.
Needs planned repetitive practice in learning skills, for
which he understands the purpose. Perfect practice
establishes these skills while practicing a wrong way
retards learning.
Health Education
Objectives
Help children to understand the importance of vitamins,
~inerals, proteins, fats, carbohydrates, and water to
health.
Understand the relationship between a health body and a
healthy mind .
Understand magnitude and causes of automobile accidents.
Know the importance or getting along well with others.
Have an understanding or the biology of reproduction and
of the spiritual values of parenthood.
Understand how communicable diseases are controlled.
Understand the effects of drugs and narcotics on health
and the need for their regulation.
Know the importance of the health officer to the community.
Practice proper care of eyes.
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Know how to keep bodies, home and school facilities clean.
Understand importance of good posture.

Plan regular visits to doctor and dentist.
Understand the relationship between fatigue and accidents.
Learn how to control bleeding.
Know the types of farm accidents that occur because of
carelessness .
Understand the importance of worthwhile goals and values
in life .
Understand the need for authority, that freedom carries
with it responsibility, and that the best interests of
society must be considered at all times.
Understand the harmful effects of alcohol, tobacco, and
narcotics .
Understand importance of laws controlling sale and use of
narcotics .
Suggested Experiences
Provide opportunities for children to discuss proper
nutrition .
Use sanitary food handling habits at home and in school.
Check daily meals for vitamins, proteins, fats, carbohydrates, and water.
Carry on animal feeding experiments.
List ways healthy teeth contribute to healthy mind and body.
Prepare a map of the community showing traffic hazards.
Invite traffic officer to discuss the relation of alcohol
to accidents.
Discuss causes and prevention of communicable diseases.
Relate personal experiences about training needed for
athletic performance.
Study need for laws controlling sale and use of narcotics.
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Take part in monthly fire drills.
Practice good grooming, care of teeth and skin, good
posture .
Study health problems of Europe and Near and Middle East.
Exercise leadership in safety council and safety patrol .
Study accident prevention on the farm using statistics
to arrive at causes.
Check for worthy use of leisure time.
Seek informal advice on social problems.
Write articles for school paper or for English class on
11Social Graces that Lead to Success."
Learn the value of money by keeping a budget.

Check essentials of and practice good posture.
Practice emergency treatment for cuts, wounds and burns.
Content
fhYsical ,mg_ Mental Health
Best possible mental, social, emotional and physical
environment .
Health instruction based on pupil and community needs and
interests .
Health instruction related to other fields and to special
days and weeks.
Health services (examination, immunizations)
Comparison of our health problems with those of Europe,
Near and Middle East
Areas

.m Consideration

Nutrition
Dental Health
Ey Hygiene
Safety
Mental Health
Growing Up
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Communicable diseases
Alcohol
Tobacco
Narcotics
Health Officer
Good Sleep Habits
Posture
Fire Drills
Original Songs
Art Activities
Rhythms
Physical Education
Objectives
Provide well-balanced physical education program to help
young people to adjust to social situations.
Choose a leader and follow him.
Lead democratically if chosen.
Accept decisions of an appointed person.
Develop realization of capacities and readjust self
concept and concept of role.
Behave toward others as he would have others behave.
Develop finer neuromuscular skills.
Know something about body mechanics.
Know essentials of water safety.
Know general rules and technical skills 1n standard
national games.
Learn American folk and square dance, as well as dances
from other countries.
Learn use of leisure time and of leisure time activities.
Learn individual and small group games.
Learn outdoor living and survival.
Develop strength, resistance to illness, endurance and
general vigor.
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Maintain good appearance through cleanliness, good
posture, and cheerful attitude.
Know when to rest and avoid serious fatigue.
Have a rational idea of his own abilities and potential
Suggested Experiences
Through teacher-pupil planning provide opportunity to
participate in many different groups.
Choose new teams and leaders each week.
Take leadership responsibility.
Officiate in game when prepared.
Compete with those of comparable skill and development.
Discuss physical education situations in classroom.
Read and discuss body hygiene
Organize strong intramural program.
Compete with other schools.
Practice fundamental skills.
Plan a sports day.
Organize tournaments at noon and recess.
Organize folk dance festival.
Learn about local Recreation Department.
Read about events in recreation and physical education.
See students demonstrate new skills or hobbies.
Camp and participate in other outdoor activities.
Insure maximum physical development by having physical
ex minations for students, especially for teams.
Adapting the program to all students.
Evaluating progress with skill and fitness tests.
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Content
Salt and others7 list the following activities for this
level:
Group and Team Games
Volleyball, p. 178
Basketball, P• 132
Soccer, p. 145'
Softball, P• 162

Football (6 or 8 man, touch or flag), P• 165'
Relays, p. 177

Track skills, P• 175'
Rhythms
Creative
Square and Folk Dance
Introduction to Social Dance
Recreationalw Sports
Skill Tests in Sports
Fitness tests
Stunts and self-testing

7Ell1s B. Salt, Grace Fox Elsie Douthett, and B. K.
Stevens, Teaching .Physical Education 1n the Elementary School
(New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1942).

CHAPrER V
SUMMARY

To have physically strong American citizens every child
must participate in some type of health and physical education.
A program of this type 1s to offer a varied selection of
activities, carefully chosen to promote normal growth and
desired development, and to give joy and satisfaction to the
participants .
The school does not have a gym which is a vital asset
to any physical education program, but the investigator
believes a program of this type might be carried on in the
outdoor play area and the classroom provided for health classes.
When thinking about objectives in physical education,
it must be remembered that all of the objectives are a part
of the complex pattern; that each activity involves the four
generalized objectives; that the accomplishment of detailed
objectives eventually leads to the accomplishment of more
generalized objectives; and that all of the objectives which
may be formulated or accomplished are the results of activities carried on under the influence of leadership and the
environment.

The general objectives in health and physical

education are: leadership, development, adjustment, and
standards.
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The facilities and equipment are limited in this program, therefore low organized games are to be used to a great
extent because they require less equipment.

It is hoped that

in the near future, more equipment will be provided.
Health is only one of the major objectives of the
physical education program.

or

The development of the qualities

courage, initiative, honesty, cooperation, and self-confi-

dence is to be accomplished.

Play in , which large muscles of

the body are used is a biological necessity for children.
Modern education strives to quicken the creative life
of the individual .

To many children, release of imagination

and of talent and artistic ability comes through rhythmic
expression.
Health instruction in the elementary grades provides
experiences through which children may establish habits and
practices in healthful living, and health information by
which they may make scientific evaluations.
Body growth and function, general hygiene, mental and
emotional health, and social relationships are included 1n
this health program.

The formation of health habits receives

major emphasis in the primary grades.

Information concerning

the needs for functional health, and factual knowledge by
which the factors contributing to health may be evaluated,
receive major emphasis in the higher grades.
Through planned health experiences children will also
develop a feeling of responsibility for the health, safety,
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and pleasur

of their associates.

Children need to know their

responsibilities as members of groups varying in size from the
small school group to the large community group.
A wide range of vital facts and experiences is necessary
to include all the basic factors.
regular part of the curriculum.

Health instruction is a
Interrelated and direct

methods of presentation will be employed.

Habits pertaining

to children's comfort-"such as playing, resting, eating,
sleeping, and el1minat1ng--can easily be built up by indirect
methods of procedure .

Facts concerning prevention of disease,

correction of remedial defects, sanitation of home, school,
and community, can better be taught by the direct method of
approach.
The goal of intelligent self-direction of one's
health behavior is a goal worthy of the best efforts of
teacher and pupils o
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